Velchanos offers an SaaS solution to help you prepare convincing and reliable proposals.
With the help of our software, what took days for your valued specialists to calculate can now be
calculated within minutes.
Within minutes, we calculate the tool costs using your chosen fabrication method.
This simplifies your processes considerably and frees up your engineers.
Velchanos is cost-effective, customer-friendly,
and ensures you a strong competitive advantage.
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What does Velchanos need, in order to begin?
Velchanos is a “Big Data” solution. Velchanos needs
to statistically analyse at least 50 data sets per
fabrication method. More data sets are better,
considerably more are considerably better.

What do you need, in order to begin?
A standard browser, internet access and a login to
Velchanos. You upload your STEP file in the web form
and add in any additional parameters – with the push of
a button, Velchanos analyses this data and extrapolates
the finished calculation.

More questions?
Are multiple fabrication methods possible?
Are Chinese tools possible?
Is co-determination possible in the Beta phase?
Is an on-premise installation possible?
Is ERP integration available?
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What does Velchanos need, in order to calculate?
The CAD drawing (STEP File), and preferably a
2D drawing of the tool, as well as information
from the specifications.

What do you get in return?
A Software as a Service solution
Quick Calculation in less than 10 minutes!
Cost-effective One calculation per analysis.
Exact Measurable and transparent.
Secure Multi-level security concept.

Yes. As long as the data is not mixed.
Yes. With enough data.
Yes. We welcome your interest.
No. That brings more disadvantages than advantages.
Yes. After a joint project, this is possible.

+49 (0) 351 26440470
info@velchanos.io
www.velchanos.io

